
     

To Whom It May Concern 

     It gave me great pleasure to write this litter for Mr. Nasser Mutlaq Albaqami , 

who had been a college student for the past five years. During that time, I have 

come to know him as a descent student who shows a great deal of respect to all 

faculty staff and his colleagues. 

As a student Mr. Nasser, showed both willingness and eagerness to learn 

combined with his natural ability to cooperate with and help his peers with 

difficult concept, he is aware of his natural ability in area. 

As a paramedic in the EMS field, he showed a great deal of activity and self-

motivation besides an excellent relationship with all colleagues. 

Mr. Nasser Mutlaq Albaqami is excellent candidate and I recommend him 

without hesitation, for the Master's Degree and Ph.D. I hope you can consider 

him so he can be part of your department. I would be happy to answer any 

questions to discuss my recommendation further.   

Sincerely,  

Dr. Tarek Esmael 

 

 

 
 Assistant professor  
Head of EMS Department  
E-mail: tarekesmael@psmchs.edu.sa 
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To Whom It May Concern 

I am writing this recommendation on behalf of  Mr. Nasser Mutlaq Albaqami, who 
is seeking acceptance for graduate studies in Emergency Medical field. 

Mr. Nasser was one of my students at the department of EMS Department at Prince 
Sultan Military College of Health Sciences in Saudi Arabia. Regarding his academic 
qualifications, he got his B.A. degree in the field mentioned above and was highly 
recommended to pursue for higher studies as he demonstrated unique and excellent 
skills particularly in courses of practicum and field work beside excellent results in most 
of his courses, as he is known for him dedication and seriousness also was highly. 

Motivated toward reading and discussing thoroughly controversial issues in his field.  

In view of his intellectual abilities and genuine motivation, I recommend  

Mr. Nasser Mutlaq Albaqami confidently for the M.A and Ph.D. program. 

Dr. Sami Fawzy 

 

EMS Instructor 

Prince Sultan Military College of Health Sciences 

E-mail: fawzy@psmchs.edu.sa                      
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To Whom It May Concern 

     It gave me great pleasure to write this litter for Mr. Nasser Mutlaq Albaqami , 

who had been a college student for the past five years. During that time, I have 

come to know him as a descent student who shows a great deal of respect to all 

faculty staff and his colleagues. 

As a student Mr. Nasser, showed both willingness and eagerness to learn 

combined with his natural ability to cooperate with and help his peers with 

difficult concept, he is aware of his natural ability in area. 

As a paramedic in the EMS field, he showed a great deal of activity and self-

motivation besides an excellent relationship with all colleagues. 

Mr. Nasser Mutlaq Albaqami is excellent candidate and I recommend him 

without hesitation, for the Master's Degree and Ph.D. I hope you can consider 

him so he can be part of your department. I would be happy to answer any 

questions to discuss my recommendation further.   

Sincerely,  

 Dr. Hany Hosny  

 

 

EMS Instructor 

EMS Department , PSMCHS 

E-mail: hanyhosny@psmchs.edu.sa 
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